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n IMPACT OF COST SHARING ON MEDICATION USE n

C
ost-sharing strategies such as copayments (a fixed fee per pre-
scription), coinsurance (a proportion of ingredient cost or
dispensing fee), and charges that vary with the total number
or cost of prescriptions filled (eg, deductibles and limits on

total payouts) are widely used to control expenditure growth in drug
plans. For most individuals, modest charges have a less than proportional
effect on drug use, with larger effects on those who spend a larger share of
their budgets on drugs, namely, the sick and the poor.1-5 Copayments
reduce the use of essential and less essential drugs2,6-11 and may be associ-
ated with adverse health consequences.2,8,12,13

Copayment policies are commonly combined with annual maximums
on out-of-pocket copayments14,15; however, little is known about how
such deductibles may modify the effect of copayments on patient drug
use.6,16 Ellis17 hypothesized that a forward-looking patient who expects to
exceed the deductible would treat the marginal cost of all drugs used as
$0. Moffit18 made similar observations. If this is correct, the combination
of copayments (or coinsurance) with a deductible (eg, an annual maxi-
mum on the total amount of copayments paid) may modify the effect of
copayment policies on patient drug use behavior and mediate the poten-
tial for adverse effects on patients.

This study examined the effect of introducing 2 types of copayment poli-
cies, fixed copayments and coinsurance (both referred to generally as copay-
ments) on the use and quantity of use of prescription drugs in the presence
of an annual maximum copayment. Consistent with Ellis,17 we hypothesized
that effects of copayment policies on drug use would vary depending on
patients’ expectations of reaching the annual maximum copayment. For
patients with a high expectation of exceeding the annual maximum copay-
ment, the perceived marginal cost of a prescription would be $0, and they
would not reduce their drug use as a result of the copayments. Conversely,
patients who did not expect to exceed the annual maximum copayment
would perceive marginal out-of-pocket costs and reduce their drug use. We
also hypothesized that the use (vs nonuse) of drugs would be less affected
by copayments than the quantity of medications used, because the latter is
more controlled by the patient and the former is more controlled by
the physician’s decision to prescribe.
Finally, we hypothesized that price
sensitivity and policy effects would be
greater for seniors living in lower-
income neighborhoods.
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Objective:To test the hypothesis that deductibles
(copayment combined with annual limits on out-
of-pocket payments) may reduce the effect of
copayments on drug use for patients who expect
to reach the annual limit, using as a natural
experiment the introduction of copayments with
an annual maximum to the seniors’ drug plan in
Nova Scotia.

Study Design: An interrupted time-series design
estimated effects of the introduction of and sub-
sequent increase in drug copayments on the use
(vs nonuse) of medications and on the mean
daily quantity of use among users by patients’
likelihood of exceeding the annual maximum
copayment. Effects on the use of less essential
medications (histamine2-receptor antagonists)
and more essential medications (oral antihyper-
glycemic agents) were examined.

Methods: Data were drug claims for beneficiaries
65 years and older from April 1, 1989, through
September 30, 1992. Regression models (applied
to person-month data) estimated effects of the
policies on the use and quantity of medication
use.

Results: Copayments ($3 per prescription and
20% of the prescription cost) were associated
with reductions in the quantity of medication use,
ranging from 5% to 15%, but only when the
annual maximum copayment was unlikely to be
reached. Introducing a 20% copayment increased
the percentage who reached the annual maxi-
mum, decreasing the proportion of patients who
reduced their drug use.

Conclusion: Although copayment policies are
associated with reductions in the use of essential
and less essential medications, annual limits on
total copayments paid will limit copayment
effects to patients who are unlikely to reach the
annual maximum copayment.
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METHODS
Study Population and Setting

Nova Scotia, a province of roughly 1 million people in
Atlantic Canada, has provided publicly funded comprehen-
sive drug coverage for seniors via the Nova Scotia Seniors’
Pharmacare Program (NSSPP) since the 1970s. Medications
were provided free of charge to seniors until June 1990, when
a fixed $3 copayment per prescription, subject to an annual
maximum copayment of $150 (after which drugs were pro-
vided free of charge), was implemented. In July 1991, the
policy was changed from a fixed fee per prescription to a
20% ($3 minimum) coinsurance of the total cost (drug cost
plus dispensing fee). The annual maximum copayment
remained at $150. Throughout, dispensing fees were covered
and were invisible to patients.

Although subsequent policy changes followed, these initial
policy changes in the NSSPP provided an excellent natural
experiment for understanding how annual deductibles medi-
ate the effect of copayments on patient drug use. Introducing
and subsequently increasing copayments, while retaining the
same annual limit, resulted in within-patient variation in out-
of-pocket costs and in the likelihood of reaching the annual
maximum copayment.

Subjects were all persons living in urban areas and enrolled
in the NSSPP at any time between April 1, 1989, and
September 30, 1992. During this period, the NSSPP provided
prescription drug coverage to almost all persons 65 years and
older in the province. Subjects were included in the study for all
months during which they were alive and enrolled in the pro-
gram (2 407 758 person-months [mean, 61 737 persons/month]).
The study was limited to urban areas because neighborhood
income could not be reliably measured in rural areas. Urban
areas were census subdivisions in which most enumeration
areas were classified as urban.

The study was approved by the Dalhousie University
Research Ethics Committee. Data were accessed through
Dalhousie University’s Population Health Research Unit, and
analysis was subject to data access guidelines to ensure confi-
dentiality and data security.

Data Sources
The primary data source was NSSPP drug claims. Records

included patient identifier, date filled, type of medication,
quantity, and days’ supply. Drugs were coded using the World
Health Organization anatomic therapeutic chemical classifi-
cation and the drug identification numbers assigned by Health
Canada. The NSSPP registry was used to identify subjects’
periods of program enrollment (generally from the 65th birth-

day until death or migration out of the province) and place of
residence (based on the full postal code). Data on mean
household income by enumeration areas were obtained from
the 1991 Census of Canada. The mean household income was
linked to claims data by postal code.19

Study Design
An interrupted time-series design was used with person-

month data as the unit of analysis.20 The outcomes were
monthly drug use (vs nonuse) and the mean quantity of med-
ications used per month by medication users. Policy effects
were measured as changes in the level and slope in medication
use rates and in the mean quantity of medications used per
month. Policy effects were compared by region, neighborhood
income group, and a time-varying measure of each patient’s
likelihood of reaching the annual maximum copayment. The
use of person-month time-series data as the units of analysis
enabled evaluation of how within-person effects of 2 sequen-
tial policies varied by neighborhood income and by likelihood
of reaching the annual maximum copayment, while control-
ling for patients’ age, sex, and prepolicy drug use.

We examined policy effects on the use of 2 specific classes
of drugs, histamine2-receptor antagonists (H2RAs) and oral
antihyperglycemic agents (OHAs). The 2 classes provided a
contrast between a less essential drug and a more essential
drug. Histamine2-receptor antagonists are used to treat symp-
tomatic conditions of peptic ulcer disease, gastroesophageal
reflux, and dyspepsia. Histamine2-receptor antagonists are one
of the most commonly used drugs in the study population,21

and there is some evidence that they may be overused.22,23

Antacids and lifestyle changes may be appropriate for infre-
quent mild symptoms.24 Histamine2-receptor antagonists were
not available as over-the-counter medications during the
study period. Although proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) were
available as an alternative treatment during the study period,
their rate of use was low relative to that of H2RAs, and the
introduction of PPI reimbursement restrictions in September
1992 was found not to significantly affect rates of H2RA use.21

Oral antihyperglycemic agents are the primary medications
used to treat type 2 diabetes mellitus, which is often a non-
symptomatic condition. Oral antihyperglycemic agents are
clearly essential drugs. Poor compliance can lead to complica-
tions such as kidney disease, blindness, and heart disease.25

Outcomes and Measurement
Claims data were used to estimate beneficiaries’ use of

medications by month. An algorithm, described in detail else-
where,26 was used to estimate whether or not a patient used a
medication in each month and, if so, the mean daily quantity
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used. The quantity of medications used was measured as the
mean number of mean standardized daily doses (SDDs) used
per day between prescription dates.26-28 The SDD is estimated
directly from the NSSPP claims data and reflects the mean use
patterns over time in the study population. The number of
SDDs is the mean number of “typical” daily doses consumed
per day and is similar to the defined daily dose used by the
World Health Organization.29

To measure patients’ likelihood of reaching the annual
maximum copayment, we computed a variable to measure
each patient’s expectation to exceed the annual maximum
copayment by the end of each yearly accounting period.
Computed for each patient in each month, it is an estimate of
the probability of exceeding $150 in copayments by the end
of the annual accounting period. It was estimated based on
medication use in the previous 3 months and on the total
copayments accumulated from the start of the accounting
period up to that month. It was set to 1.0 once the maximum
was reached.

The mean annual household income for each senior’s
neighborhood of residence was assigned to 1 of 3 categories
(<$30 000, $30 000-$50 000, and >$50 000). Region of res-
idence was defined as Halifax versus all other urban areas in
the province. Halifax is the largest metropolitan area in the
province and includes the acute care hospitals and most
specialists.

Statistical Analysis
Logistic regression models with person-month data as the

unit of analysis and estimated by generalized estimating equa-
tions were used to estimate policy effects on the use (vs
nonuse) of study drugs. The form of the model was as follows:

yit = β0 + β1T1
it + β2T2

it +β3T3
it+β4Tit

2 Eit+ β5Tit
3Eit + Σ

j
λjXjit + εit

where Eit is the expectation of person i in month t of exceed-
ing the annual maximum copayment. The T are splines such
that β1 is the trend (ie, slope) in odds of use by month before
the introduction of copayments, β2 is the change in trend
associated with the $3 per prescription policy, and β3 is the
change in slope associated with the 20% of the prescription
cost policy. β4 and β5 capture interactions between changes
in trend and expectation to exceed. The X are additional
covariates, including age-sex group, season, region, and
income group. We also included a covariate indicating a
6-month lagged value of the use to adjust for bias that could
result from the effect of study drug use on the expectation
to exceed. Interactions were added to test for differences in
policy effects by income group. Effects in changes in level

were also estimated but were not found to be statistically
significant.

The quantity of use analysis examined the quantity of drug
use among those using the study drug. The unit of analysis was
person-months in which a study drug was used. Policy effects
were estimated using conditional fixed-effect regression mod-
els on the log of the mean SDDs used per person per month.
This approach estimates mean within-person effects and
adjusts for unobserved individual-level factors that may affect
the quantity of drug use (eg, disease severity), as well as vari-
ables that were constant within individuals (eg, region of res-
idence and neighborhood income).30 Reported policy effects
were estimated as a change in level, as changes in trend (ie,
slope) were not found to be statistically significant. Estimated
policy effects were adjusted for age and season. Because we
expected the policy effects to diminish nonlinearly with
increasing expectation to exceed, polynomial terms of the
expectation to exceed variable were included in the model. A
model with squared and cubic terms for expectation to exceed
provided the best fit. Interactions between the indicator vari-
ables for the policy periods and the expectation to exceed
variables were then estimated to test the study hypotheses. All
analyses were conducted using STATA version 8 software
(StataCorp LP, College Station, Tex).31

RESULTS

Policy Effects on Use vs Nonuse
Figure 1 shows how estimated changes in trend (ie, slope)

in the odds of drug use associated with each policy change var-
ied by expectation to exceed the annual maximum copay-
ment. The change in trend is estimated as the relative odds of
use under the new policy relative to the previous trend. For
example, a relative odds of 0.97 indicates that the odds of use
were 0.97 the level in the month following the policy than
they would have been if previous trends had continued (ie, a
shift in slope toward decreasing rates of use).

When the expectation to exceed was low (ie, close to 0),
the introduction of a $3 per prescription copayment was asso-
ciated with a shift in trend toward reduced odds of H2RA use
(0.970 [95% confidence interval, 0.960-0.978]) and, to a
much lesser degree, OHA use (0.990 [95% confidence inter-
val, 0.984-0.996]). However, effects diminished as the expec-
tation to exceed increased for H2RAs and for OHAs (P < .001
for both).

The effect of introducing a 20% copayment policy on a
change in trend for those with a low expectation to exceed
was insignificant for H2RAs (0.994 [95% confidence interval,
0.985-1.003]) and was small and not in the expected direction



for OHAs (1.011 [95% confidence
interval, 1.005-1.017]). However,
in the case of H2RAs, a strong inter-
action with expectation to exceed
was observed (P < .009). A shift in
trend to increasing odds of H2RA
use was observed for those with high
expectations of exceeding the max-
imum copayment but not for those
with low expectations. The interac-
tion of expectation to exceed with
the use of OHAs was statistically
nonsignificant (P = .18). Policy
effects on drug use by expectation to
exceed were not found to vary by
neighborhood income level.

Policy Effects on the Quantity
of Medication Use Among
Users

Policy effects on the quantity of
use of both drugs were strong and
varied by expectation of exceeding
the annual maximum copayment.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how
the estimated proportionate change
in the mean SDD use associated
with each of the 2 copayment poli-
cies varied by expectation of
exceeding the annual maximum
copayment. Change is expressed as
a change in level relative to the pre-
vious policy period (ie, relative to
no copayment for the $3 per pre-
scription policy and relative to $3
per prescription for the 20% of cost
copayment policy).

For patients with low expectation
to exceed, both policies were associ-
ated with substantial and signifi-
cant decreases in the mean quantity
of medications used. For H2RAs (Figure 2), the $3 per prescrip-
tion policy was associated with about a 5% decrease in the
quantity used (P < .001), while the 20% coinsurance policy
was associated with an additional 15% decrease in the quanti-
ty used (P < .001). Results for OHAs (Figure 3) were similar,
although the reduction in the quantity of medications used
associated with the 20% coinsurance policy was smaller than
that for H2RAs.

For both study drugs, effects of both policies diminished
as expectation to exceed increased (P < .001). At a higher
expectation to exceed, no policy effect on the quantity of med-
ication use was observed. This is consistent with the hypothe-
sis of no reduction in medication use for persons who expect to
exceed the annual maximum copayment. Policy effects on the
quantity of drug use by expectation to exceed were not found
to vary significantly by neighborhood income level.
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n Figure 1. Estimated Policy Effects on the Monthly Use Rates of 
Histamine2-Receptor Antagonists (H2RAs) and Oral Antihyperglycemic Drugs
(OHAs) by Expectation of Exceeding the Annual Maximum Copayment

n Figure 2. Estimated Policy Effects on the Mean Quantity of Histamine2-
Receptor Antagonists Used per Month by Expectation of Exceeding the
Annual Maximum Copayment
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Policy Effects on the Expectation of Reaching 
the Annual Maximum Copayment

The shift from a $3 per prescription copayment to 20%
coinsurance had countervailing effects. On the one hand, it
resulted in additional declines in the quantity of medication
use for persons with a low expectation to exceed the maxi-
mum copayment. On the other hand, it also increased dramat-
ically the percentage of persons expected to exceed the
maximum copayment (Table), reducing the percentage of
patients affected by the policy. For example, based on the
distribution of the expectation to exceed variable and our esti-
mated effects on the quantity of use, about 65% of seniors
would reduce their OHA use under the $3 copayment policy,
but only about 33% of seniors would reduce their OHA use
under the 20% coinsurance policy.

The data given in the Table also indicate that policy effects
are indirectly associated with neighborhood income. Al-
though policy effects did not vary by income group, persons in

lower-income neighborhoods are
more likely to reach the annual
maximum copayment and are less
likely to reduce their drug use in
response to the policies.

DISCUSSION

This study exploited a unique
opportunity to examine how
patients changed their drug use in
response to the introduction of 2
subsequent copayment policies in
the presence of an annual maxi-
mum copayment. The use of indi-
vidual-level population-based data
enabled examination of how
patients’ responses to copayments
varied by neighborhood income

level and by their likelihood of exceeding the annual maxi-
mum copayment in out-of-pocket copayments. Validity was
enhanced by the stability of the study population (little
mobility) and by the lack of other policy changes or events
likely to confound results. Although the policies were institut-
ed in the 1990s, their effects on patient drug use behavior are
salient and generalizable to the current policy environment in
which copayments are often combined with annual out-of-
pocket limits.6,14

Consistent with our hypothesis, the effect of copayments
on patients’ drug use varied by patients’ likelihood of exceed-
ing an annual maximum in copayments. We observed a “dose-
response” relationship; the policy effect on reductions in drug
use diminished with increasing likelihood of exceeding the
annual maximum copayment. Moreover, this dose-response
relationship was replicated across 2 drug classes and across 2
types of copayment policies introduced in the same population
at different points in time. Consistent with Ellis17 and Moffit,18

these results suggest that
patients are forward thinking
and perceive the marginal out-
of-pocket cost as $0 if they
expect that their total copay-
ments will exceed an annual
maximum. Conversely, pa-
tients who do not expect to
exceed the annual maximum
copayment perceive a margin-
al prescription cost as greater
than $0 and tend to reduce

n Table. Percentage Exceeding the Annual Maximum Copayment by Income and
by Type of Copayment Policy*

Income Group

Copayment Policy Low Middle High

$3 Per prescription 2.2 1.6 0.5

20% Of the prescription cost 35.2 33.4 28.5

*Data are given as percentages reaching the annual maximum copayment in the last accounting year of
each policy period.

n Figure 3. Estimated Policy Effects on the Mean Quantity of Oral
Antihyperglycemic Drugs Used per Month by Expectation of Exceeding 
the Annual Maximum Copayment
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medication use. Our results are also consistent with
findings by Contoyannis et al4 that the elasticity of
drug expenditures with respect to price is affected by
deductibles. Lack of patient knowledge about drug
costs under the coinsurance policy may introduce
uncertainty in expectation of exceeding the maxi-
mum copayment, which may also mediate the effects
we observed.32

A rival explanation for our results is that patients
with a high expectation of exceeding the annual
maximum copayment will tend to be taking more
medications and may respond to copayments by
reducing the use of medications with lower perceived utility.
If so, the reduced policy effect with higher expectation to
exceed may reflect greater opportunity to reduce the use of
another medication instead of the study drug. Future studies
should examine how price effects on use vary across types of
medications used by a patient. Another possible explanation
is that patients who are not price sensitive may be more like-
ly to reach the annual maximum copayment.

Consistent with previous studies,2,7-12 we found that copay-
ments affect the use of essential drugs (OHAs) and less essen-
tial drugs (H2RAs). Our study did not examine whether
changes in drug use resulting from policy changes affected
health outcomes; however, we expect that OHAs are likely
vital among a higher percentage of patients than H2RAs and
that there is more concern about reductions in their use.
Recent studies2,8,12,13 provide some evidence to suggest that
copayments are associated with negative health outcomes.
Prudence suggests that policy makers should proceed on the
basis that copayments and coinsurance can result in negative
health outcomes.

Combining annual maximums on out-of-pocket payments
with copayment policies may reduce the potential for negative
health outcomes and for inequities from copayment policies.
Selecting a combination of copayments and annual maximums
may reduce the potential for deleterious policy effects among
vulnerable patients, such as those with chronic and multiple
health problems or those requiring multiple or more expensive
medications. Low-income seniors will be more represented in
this group. However, there is also a “moral hazard” that annu-
al maximum copayments may limit reductions or may even
increase the use of less essential medications.33 Future work
should examine how copayments interact with other cost-
sharing and cost-shifting policies, such as annual premiums,
reference-based pricing,34 and prior authorization.35

We found that copayment policies have a much bigger
effect on the quantity of medication use by users than on
whether or not a drug is used. This finding is notable given

that we estimated consumption based on prescriptions filled
and may have underestimated actual medications consumed.
Stronger effects on the quantity of use may reflect that con-
sumption is under the control of the patient, while the decision
to prescribe rests largely with the physician. Future studies on
effects of cost-sharing policies on drug use should differentiate
effects on the use vs on the quantity of use rather than simply
using overall measures of utilization or expenditure.

Inconsistent with other studies,1,5 we did not find that
copayments had stronger effects on drug use for low-income
patients. This could reflect the use of an ecological measure of
income; however, because our neighborhood income measure
was strongly associated with rates of drug use, it seems viable.
Nevertheless, neighborhood income may be a poor proxy for
household income.36,37

However, we found that the use of an annual maximum
copayment leads to an indirect income effect. Persons in
lower-income neighborhoods were more likely to reach the
annual maximum copayment and were less likely to reduce
their drug use in response to copayment policies.

CONCLUSIONS

We confirmed findings of previous studies2,7-12 showing
that copayment policies are associated with reductions in the
quantity of use of essential and less essential medications.
However, our results show that annual limits on out-of-pock-
et copayments restrict these effects to patients who are unlike-
ly to reach the annual maximum copayment. Therefore, the
use of such deductibles may reduce potential risks to patients
resulting from reductions in the use of essential medications,
but may increase the use of less essential medications.
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Take-away Points
Copayments are often combined with annual limits on out-of-pocket pay-
ments. It is hypothesized that this may reduce the effects of copayments on
drug use for patients who expect to reach the annual limit. The introduction
of copayments with an annual maximum to the seniors’ drug plan in Nova
Scotia provided a setting to test this hypothesis.

n Copayments reduced the quantity of medications used from 5% to 15%,
but only when the annual maximum was unlikely to be reached.

n Persons in lower-income neighborhoods were more likely to reach the
annual maximum and were thus less likely to reduce their drug use in
response to policies.
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